Click on the book covers or names below to see formats available and place a title on hold!

Woven in Moonlight
Isabel Ibanez

The Unspoken Name
A.J. Larkwood

The City We Became
N.K. Jemisin

Riot Baby
Tochi Onyebuchi

The Glass Hotel
Emily St. John Mandel

Upright Women Wanted
Sarah Gailey

Chosen Ones
Veronica Roth

A Heart So Fierce and Broken
( Cursebreakers #2)
Brigid Kemmerer

The Southern Book Club’s Guide to Slaying Vampires
Grady Hendrix

The Last Smile in Sunder City
Luke Arnold

The King of Crows
(T the Diviners #4)
Libba Bray

Highfire
Eoin Colfer